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ANDERSON LOOKS TO MASTER THE MILWAUKEE MILE
"On the heels of a strong run at the most recent oval race, the Colorado driver
looks to make the most of his first trip to Milwaukee"
Fort Collins, Colorado - Scott Anderson, the 2011 Skip Barber National Champion and former
MAZDASPEED Motorsports Development scholarship recipient, is poised for a breakout
performance in the second oval race of the 2013 Pro Mazda season. With a solid fifth in the
Night Before the 500 held at Lucas Oil Raceway to kick off the month of May, Anderson and the
Juncos Racing team have their sights set on a podium finish in this weekend's speedway racing
action.

"The Night Before The 500 race was a bit of good and bad," smiles Anderson. "I got to
experience the car when it was nearly perfect and how frustrating it was to loose that balance
on race day. While fifth was a decent result and our speed wasn't that far off, it was hard to be
off the pace at all after being nearly the fastest during practice. I think it was a good lesson on
how on top of it you need to be and it's something we need to focus on in Milwaukee. We need
to really take advantage of all the track time we have and try to keep the setup changes going
in the right direction."
Over the past couple of months Anderson and the Juncos Team have been completely in oval
mode with The Night Before The 500 at Lucas Oil Raceway and now to the Milwaukee Mile, part
of this weekend's IndyCar race. This weekend Anderson will bring the #44 Juncos Racing/Laser
Nail Centers/Neuropathy Testing Center/Foot Surgery Center of Northern Colorado Pro Mazda
machine to the ultra fast, low banking speedway where he was fourth quickest at the recent
official series test.

"It's a bit different being this focused on ovals," comments Anderson. "It takes a different
approach. The things you need to focus on as a driver are very different and it brings out a
whole new set of strengths and weaknesses you might have that don't apply as much to road
and street circuits. It's all still very new to me but I'm getting used to it and I'm really starting to
enjoy oval racing. It's much more frustrating when things aren't going well and it is a lot harder
to drive around a handling issue on an oval than it would be on a road circuit, but it is also more
rewarding when things are going well and you have the car really well dialed. Our test at
Milwaukee two weeks ago went well, so I think we have a good starting point coming into the
race weekend."

Anderson heads into the one off race sitting fourth in points with three top tens and two top fives in five
starts. The 2013 Pro Mazda Championship Presented By Cooper Tires teams and drivers take to the
Milwaukee Mile for official testing on Thursday June 13 followed by qualifying and racing on Friday June
14th.

Live timing is available at: Pro Mazda Live TIming
About Scott Anderson:
Scott is an expert skier from Fort Collins, Colorado and a past MAZDASPEED Motorsports
Development scholarship winner having won the 2011 Skip Barber National Championship
Presented by Mazda (six wins). In the 2012 Cooper Tires USF2000 Championship powered by
Mazda, Scott scored two wins, a pole position and set a new lap record (Road America) on his
way to finishing third in the season's championship. Scott is backed by Laser Nail Centers,
Neuropathy Testing Centers of Colorado and Foot Surgery Center of Northern Colorado and is a
Derek Daly Academy managed driver.
Learn more about Scott at www.scottandersonracing.com, For more information on Scott and
his racing program please contact Jeff Grist at the Derek Daly Academy,
jeff@derekdalyacademy.com or by phone at 905.327.7458.
For more information please visit juncosracing.com and promazdachampionship.com.
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